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La luna sangre june 28

While his father may be a detective, Justice arcana Persona 4 golden nanako dojima is represented by social connection. This page will help you navigate the relationship with Nanako, containing each s-link rank and all conversation options when spending time with him. Not only will you get to know a terrible lot of Nanako with the P4G story, but his s-link is
optional and offers bonuses around a fairly common Justice arcana. It's a very sweet little story, and it's one of the easiest social links to access regularly. There are more pages like this for each member of the game's casting in the P4G s-link dialogue options guide. Nanako Dojima S-Link Guide - JusticeThis guide is quite simple: we will list all rank-affecting
dialogue options in the Nanako social link in Persona 4 Golden. Thanks to this, you quickly free up the level of nanako social connection, time to do other things. In Persona 4, your social connections are sorted upwards by spending time with people, even if they are measured by a hidden statistic for each s-link. I spent time with them raises the stat, and you
can earn bonus points by carrying a Persona to the same arcana by spending time with them and saying the right things to talk to. In this guide, we list all sorting enhancing s-link dialog options for the Nanako social link so you can answer each option correctly. The numbers next to the responses show the score gain presented and represent the number that
offers a slight additional support while carrying a Justice Personality with you. Nanako social connection starts automatically as progress with p4G story. As long as it's not Dojima, you can hang out with Nanako at home every night. This means that Nanako's presence will in many ways depend on when the dungeons are open to visitors. Nanako social
connection has a hard cut-off date unlike others: if you want to hit rank 10, the last day you can do it is October 31. You can reliably earn bonus points for Nanako s-link through garedening and planting seedlings, and the Arcana Bonus also applies here. Rank 1 &gt; 2:Choices that affect your relationship are this rank: Nanako squirms.  Go ahead and ask. +3
What's the problem? +2 Are you an only child? Right. +3 No. [3 3 eseses next question] Hmm... Then do you have a little sister? Rank 2 &gt; 3:Choices that affect your relationship this rank:Advertising. Keep scrolling for more, dad's going to be disappointed. I'm going to go get some. +3 Let's go get some. +3 Nanako looks sad. It's not Nanako's fault. +3
(Level 3 Expression sged) Listen to him. (Level 3 Expression required) Rank 3 &gt; 4:Level 3 Expression is required to start this sort. Choices that affect your relationship this rank: Nanako head with joy... Is there anything else? +3 What happens when a person dies? They go to heaven. +3 I don't know. +2 Why do bad people do bad things? Are bad people
more important to my father than I was? He's protecting you. +2 Rank 4 &gt; 5:Choices that affect your relationship this rank: What does it mean when you say truth? Someone you love very much. +3 Dad doesn't come home because I'm not his 'real' daughter? Did he say that? +3 You have me. +2 What should you do? Listen to him speak. +3 (Level 3
Requires understanding) Talk to him. +2 Rank 5 &gt; 6:Max level Expression is required to start this social link rank up event. The choices that influence your relationship are this rank: Nanako seems to be about to cry... He can't make it, can he? I'll ask him with you. +3 Future. +3 Rank 6 &gt; 7:Choices affecting your relationship this rank: What happened to
it...? Let's go look for him. (+2 For Hierophant S-Link) He will listen to you... My great brother... Is he going to throw me away,...? Rank 7 &gt; 8:Choices that affect your relationship this rank:Ad. Keep scrolling for more What should I do...? The teacher's going to yell at me. I'll help you look for him. +3 Why did my father stop smiling...? He's alone. +3 For being
alone. +3 Rank 8 &gt; 9:Choices that affect your relationship this rank: Big bro... I love my father.  She loves you, too. +3 I know. +3 ... I'm sorry he lost someone he loved. There's still you. +3 He's not missing. +3 I feel sorry for you too. +3 What would you do? Play with it. +3 Talk to Nanako. +3 Rank 9 &gt; 10:Options that affect your relationship this rank: Big
bro, can you make me a salad? Of course it's something. +3 I think... +2 You are also my family, so... Let's work hard together! Let's do this. +3 Don't push yourself. With +2 Nanako Dojima you will see s-linkmaxing Nanako give the key item of the family photo. This fuses the Sraosha Personality.  &lt;&lt; Return to Main Social Connectivity Hub &gt;&gt;
*Values highlighted in red are the most appropriate choices. * All values have the right Arcana's Personality in your hands. Day Available: *If you have completed the current story dungeon, Nanako will not be available * Monday Tuesday Wednesday Saturday Saturday Rainy Day O Rank 2 Response 1 What is wrong? +2 Go ahead and ask. +3 Response 2
This is true. +3 No. +0 (Go to Answer 3) I'm doing Answer 3. I don't know +0. +0 you're in. +3 Rank 3 Response 1 I'll go buy some. +3 Let's go get some. +3 Will Live. +0 Reply 1 I'm sorry. +0 Listen to him. +0 (Expression 3 Required) This is not Nanako's fault. (Expression 3 Required) +3 Rank Requires 4 Expression Ranking 3 Answer 1 Why all questions?
+0 anything? +3 Response 2 They disappear. +0 They go to heaven. +3 I don't know. +2 Response 3 No other options available. +0 Because they like it. I don't know +0. +2 Response 4 This is not true. +0 Protecting everyone. +0 Protecting you. +2 Rank 5 Response 1 Blood related. +0 The one you love so much. +3 Always with you. +3 Response 2 Did he
say that? +3 This is not true. +0 You're in. +2 Response 3 Talk to him +3 Put him to bed +0 Listen to his speech +3 (Understanding 3 Required) Rank 6 Requires Expression Ranking 4 Response 1 Ask what happened +0 Swear +2 Answer 2 Future. +3 I don't know. +0 I'll ask you. +3 Rank 7 Response 1 Let's go look for it. +3 Let's leave him alone. +0 Reply 2
This is not true. +0 Why? +0 OK. +0 Answer 3 Why did you come here? +0 Let's go home. +3 Your father is worried. +0 Reply 4 He has not forgotten. +0 Won't leave you. +0 Don't worry. +0 Rank 8 Response 1 I will help you call him. +3 There's nothing you can do right now. +0 Response 2 He's alone. +3 Because you are alone.+3 Rank 9 Response 1 I
know. +2 He loves you too. +3 What about me? +0 Reply 2 You still have it. +3 He's not lost. +3 I feel sorry for you too. +3 Response 3 Talk nanako +3 Put him to bed +0 Play with him +3 Rank MAX Response 1 Sure thing. +3 I think... +2 I eat salad for breakfast! +0 Reply 2 Do not force yourself. Let's make it +2. +3 But I'm not your mother... +2 Although they
have become an important part of the show's identity, It's not the first time Social Links has been used until Persona 3. Social Connections in P3 was a means of creating a more immersive world while supporting Persona 3's themes of individuality. While it can be said that Persona 3 is a better game than its predecessors (not in a large proportion due to the
respect and maturity that the subject gives), Persona 4 is undeniablely a-up when it comes to Social Connections. The average Persona title is lighter and softer, a big change in speed for the P4 series, but an incredibly memorable one with a rather memorable casting in the center of it all. Unlike Persona 3, each party member Persona 4 has a Social
Connection - but they don't mean that Inaba's many NPCs. 10 Jester (Tohru Adachi) are not overshadowed by part of the traditional tarot deck, jester Arcana Tohru Adachi was added into the Persona 4 Golden as a tool that gives a little more depth. Jester Fool's foil, and many Adachi Social Links are spent contrasting to his most S. Links. Where yu is
usually able to reveal the best of others, Adachi ends up with quite toxic friendship. It should be pointed out that Adachi Social Link Rank 6 is as optional as 6, then teeth itself as part of the story. For anyone who wants to get the most out of the story of Persona 4 Golden, Adachi's Jester Social Link is downright necessary. 9 (Kanji Tatsumi) All things
considered, Persona 4 not handles Kanji's introduction into the good story. The issue of his sexuality is not handled with the respect he deserves, at least initially. Persona 4 finds her voice when Naoto joins the party, but Kanji's Social Connection does a better job of examining her conversation, especially with her masculinity, in a much more nuanced way.
Kanji's Social Connection focuses on the image of masculinity his father left him, while at the same time reassing his dungeon. Without looking at a different caricature of the player, Kanji has much more weight than his Social Connection to accept what it means to him to be a man. And it's sweet that she's having a baby. 8 Hierophant (Ryotaro Dojima)
Although Persona 4 is better Social Links as a whole, there is not necessarily a better development for the main casting. Take Kanji, for example. Without playing his S. Link, his bow rings are quite hollow. The same applies to yu uncle, Ryotaro Dojima, who serves as the actor's father figure while the main plot plays an incredibly important role. Dojima's
Social Connection doesn't matter to a major conspiracy, but he reasses his regrets over his wife's death. Likewise, Social Connection Yu and Dojima naturally provide much more connectivity to the main plot, which gives all more meaning to their tense moments. 7 Justice (Nanako Dojima) Nanako Social Link is arguably more important than dojima's thinking
of a more present character, but both tie each other. Where Dojima's Social Connection focuses on his feelings for his wife's death (and is connected to the case), Nanako's displays the loneliness ex applied to him by Dojima's obsession. While Nanako's Social Link continued to accept the fact that her father loved her, she also had to express the abuse she
had subjugated. As Nanajo and Dojima become the key to the plot, the completion of this Social Connection persona 4 is a very important step in providing the land with the emotional impact of the need for final movement. 6 Fortune (Naoto Shirogane) Unlike Kanji Social Connection, which saw fit to fix a piece of his bow that was not particularly well handled
in the main story, naoto's Social Link would not naturally be possible in the game where it chooses meat out in an interesting aspect of its background - a family life of detectives. Yu and Naoto are a team during Social Connectivity to solve a makeshift mystery directed by his grandfather. While the premise is fun, being a detective is used to study what it
means to Naoto. Her Social Connection briefly touches on her gender that players need to maintain a romantic relationship, but ultimately the passion for naoto investigating Social Connection drivers, not Yu. 5 Hanged Man (Naoki Konishi) Naoki Konishi is usually written off for the closer hero mission, but he is easily one persona 4 better written Social Links.
The first victim's brother, Naoki's Social Connection, revolves around Saki's inability to process his death. Yosuke's Social Link prints similar ground (and with a more present character) but Naoki's is handled better. First of all, Naoki's dealing with the loss of her sister. Naoki's grief is complicated and with layers enough to make her a cute character at the end
of her Social Connection. Naoki's S. Link also gives more weight to Saki's service as the first victim. 4 Death (Hisano Kuroda) Persona 3 is aggressively cheesy trying to embody after the death of her husband, given how well she handled the theme of death. Fortunately, a great Social Connection doesn't take away. While Hisano's Social Link was initially a bit
odd, his story is really quite sad. Hisano's Social Link gives a rather raw look at the effects of Alzheimer's on your loved ones, and Hisano has to watch her husband slowly forget her and die next to what she calls an outsider. Persona 4 is a pretty optimistic game otherwise, so Hisano's Social Link hits pretty hard. That's what makes it worthwhery. 3 Devil
(Sayoko Uehara) Sayoko Social Link is quite cheeky, like player cheats with the promise of a juicy romance arc. The Devil's Social Connection begins with being seduced by Yu Sayoko, but it doesn't take long to focus on Sayoko's work life instead of the link. While he touched on his promiscuity, the focus would ultimately be on finding him foot in an area he
has lost all his passion for. Even Sayoko's Social Link hopes for romance when its arc begins to continue is not for the best, but for the truly best. Persona 4's loves often divert attention from true character development, and Sayoko is surprisingly nuanced by Rank 10. 2 Moon (Ai Ebihara) Ai Social Link famous en persona 4 is just hard to get right. Only
Social Link players offer a fake early romance option (so that a real romance with ai locks them in later,) the only one to break his easiest Link upside down and downright (though breaking Ai's Link is an obvious saying.) Ai Ebihara embodys extreme drama, but that's what makes social connection so compelling. It is fun as it is nuanced, and being interested
in a fakeout love is easily one of the more interesting touches of Persona 4's. 1 Hunger (Tohru Adachi) is the final manifestation of Lust Arcana, Hunger Jester Arcana in Japan. After Rank 6 reaches, Arcana morphs and begins to form as part of the story. Most Rank Ups are simple enough - Adachi is there for Dojima in the hospital - but in the background it is
incredibly ominous, and Social Connection ultimately led to the revelation that Adachi was the killer. In reality, Adachi's Social he probably expects the player to already know his identity. This is mainly a tool to uncover Adachi's role in the story and give him more depth. Not only that, but it is now possible to trigger a bad ending in which the player let Adachi
escape. NEXT: Persona 3 vs Persona 5: Which Better Next Marvel's Avengers: 5 Upcoming Things That Have Us (And 5 Things That Have Us (And 5 Things That Still Fixing Need) Related Topics
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